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Our holistic approach empowers families to 
move past despair towards a brighter future. 

Safety & Functionality:
Urgent repairs throughout the home: 
treating mold, fixing walls, repairing 
electrical, water & plumbing systems, 
replacing kitchen & bathroom fixtures

Accessibility:
Widening doorways, 
installing accessible showers, 
grab rails and ramps

Advocacy:
Connecting family members with 
resources to improve their health, 
education, employment and welfare

Kitchen before …after



 146 Elderly citizens, including 21 Holocaust survivors
 127 Single-parent families
 93 Immigrant families, including 61 from Ethiopia
 65 People with physical/emotional challenges
 17 Homes of soldiers

Location Family Status Services Provided
Azarya Single mother who is ill + 3 A family whose story raised a lot of attention on social media 

and drew an impressive amount of resources for the family: a 
tree root penetrated the apartment's sewage system causing 
the sewage to flow directly into the yard. Through Facebook a 
tractor and the driver's time were donated in order to clear the 
sanitary hazard, cutting the roots, and clearing the waste. All 
the doors were replaced, including the entrance door, all the 
tiles were replaced with new tiles, & all the electrical sockets, 
light switches and lighting were also replaced. We installed 
new showers, toilets, a sink and a new cupboard. He severely 
dilapidated kitchen was replaced by a new kitchen that was 
also donated. New beds, sheets and living room furniture were 
donated by The Joseph Project. Extensive work was done 
on the electrical system in the apartment as well as fixing 
badly peeling walls and painting of the entire apartment

Jerusalem Elderly woman 
wheelchair bound

For months had serious distress and embarrassment - the 
wheelchair didn't pass through the bathroom door and the 
shower. The woman was forced to "take a shower" with 
baby wipes and every private act was done in the living 
room and in the bedroom. The Tenufa team dismantled 
door posts and expanded the passage way between 
rooms, installed custom doors and made the bathrooms 
and showers wheelchair accessible. Painted walls, 
Installed vents, light fixtures and security grip handles

Ramla Single mother + 7 Old and dark home, hardly any working electricity – fixed, 
lighting and heating brought back to the home, fixed 
pealing walls and painted, fixed toilet, replaced sockets

Home Repair Work Review
Our work restores the hope and self-sufficiency of 
hundreds of families:

This year we launched our first 
“Handyman SWAT Team” program!

Members of an underprivileged community 
came together to learn handyman 
skills from Tenufa Bakehila, creating 
a volunteer neighborhood workforce! 
Residents will now give back to the 
community by carrying out basic repairs 
throughout the neighborhood.



Location Family Status Services Provided
Kiryat Gat Single mother + 3 Fixed peeling walls and painted the whole apartment, 

most of the house was dark - replaced all light fixtures

Kiryat 
Malachi

A couple + 8 Replaced the entire flooring which was completely 
broken. Repaired and painted the entire apartment. 
Fixed faulty electrical sockets, switches and lighting

Lod An elderly man with cancer 
who already lost one lung 
to his illness, and his wife, 
who is also not well.

A severely dilapidated apartment. Due to the waste in their 
yard, the couple was at risk whenever they wanted to leave 
the apartment and see the light of day. Beyond the obstacles 
in the yard, the area attracted mice and snakes. Tenufa 
Bakehila removed the waste along with volunteers. We also 
assisted in re-paving the broken and dangerous kitchen floor 
and bedroom. We repaired and painted walls and replaced 
light fixtures and covered the shower walls with new ceramic 
tiles. The apartment is now safe, accessible and bright!

Tirat Carmel Single mother + 3, Ethiopian 
origin, one soldier

Replaced; 3 doors, shower stall and bathroom 
cabinet, dismantled and installed; new kitchen and 
flooring, treated walls and painted the apartment, 
replaced all light fixtures, electrical sockets and 
switches. Repaired furniture and window blinds

Bat-Yam Single mother + 
4, one soldier

Home in very bad state. Fixed walls and painted 
apartment, replaced broken door, provided electricity to 
the rooms that lacked, replaced clogged drain system

Kiryat Gat Holocaust survivor 
living alone

Repaired walls with plaster, painted the entire apartment, 
replaced all outlets and light fixtures. Replaced upper 
kitchen cabinets with new ones, installed 2 new fans

Hadera A mentally unstable, 
elderly woman, a former 
hoarder whom we helped 
two years ago and since 
then has been keeping 
the apartment orderly

Replaced faucets, unclogged blocked pipes, repaired leaks, 
replaced ceramics in the kitchen with a wall, replaced some 
of the kitchen cabinets that had rotted due to the leak

Hatzor An elderly woman Treated tremendous mold build-up, fixed peeling walls 
and painted the apartment, replaced electrical sockets

Jerusalem Elderly couple Repaired and painted damaged walls, repaired 
plumbing, installed kitchenette, replaced faulty 
electric box, all switches and sockets

Binyamina An elderly patient & 
her adult children

Replaced an asbestos ceiling and with a wooden ceiling, 
repaired and painted a wall with a huge crack

Beer Sheva A single mother  + 3 Fixed walls and painted apartment, cleared clutter and cleaned, 
fixed shattered windows, fridge donation and food deliveries

Ramla An elderly woman 
living alone

Dismantled an old kitchen and replaced it with a 
new one, including cupboards, marble counter-top, 
sink and faucet. Installed a new window, repaired 
walls and painted the entire apartment

Kadima Single mother, upon 
returning from a battered 
women’s shelter

Painted, laid ceramic tiles in the bathroom, installed 
new light fixtures throughout the apartment, 
replaced faulty electrical sockets and switches

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 3 Repaired and painted the apartment walls, replaced 
light fixtures, shower head and curtain. We created 
a proper desk for the children at which they could 
prepare homework in a dignified manner



Location Family Status Services Provided
Ashkelon A lonely elderly man 

of Ethiopian origin
An apartment in particularly bad condition. Missing basic 
furniture and equipment. The sink in the kitchen rested on 
a chair & cement blocks. There were no kitchen cabinets. 
We dismantled, delivered and installed a donated kitchen, 
filled in missing wall and floor tiles, installed light fixtures, 
repaired damaged walls and painted the entire apartment

Jerusalem An elderly woman, 
Holocaust survivor

An urgent call came in for assistance in renovating a shower 
for an elderly woman living in Jerusalem. The shower leaked 
all the way down to her neighbors house. As a result, she 
began renovating the shower, and the renovator dismantled 
the shower and ran away with the money. At that point 
she was washing herself on the roof with buckets of cold 
water in the early morning hours, which was a health risk

Kiryat 
Malachi

A single mother + 8. We 
received an urgent call 
regarding the home of 
severe dilapidation. Without 
immediate action, the 
children would have been 
removed from their home

The apartment was filthy, full of cockroaches, and piles 
of mess. The children need guidance. Repaired and 
painted the entire apartment, including doorposts and 
ceilings. Replaced all of the door's cylinders and handles. 
Replaced 8 light fixtures and all electrical sockets and 
switches. cleaned the bathrooms and kitchen
The welfare system is now able to enter the home which 
they were previously unable to do. We are hopeful that as 
a result of our work, the children will now be allowed to 
stay at home with their parents and not be taken to foster 
care. The mother is going through a rehabilitation program

Hadera A single mother + 5 who is 
also raising her sister since 
the siblings were orphaned

Emergency situation: Unclogged blocked pipes in a 
sewage flooded apartment. The flooding had caused 
a horrible stench, and attracted roaches. The situation 
was so bad the apartment (home to small children) was 
declared a health hazard. Replaced their completely 
rotten kitchen with a new kitchen, fixed sewage

Kiryat 
Malachi

An elderly man, living alone An elderly person’s apartment became a health hazard as he is 
unable to care for the apartment on his own. A terrible stench 
developed in the apartment and spread out to the street. In 
a joint effort, between the welfare office, Tenufa Bakehila 
and Sachi, nearly all of the contents of the apartment were 
disposed of and the man was sent for a short get-away while 
the work was being done. The team continued with a thorough 
cleaning with bleach of all the tiles. Damaged walls were 
repaired and painted, throughout the apartment. In addition, 
there had been no water flowing at all to the apartment, and 
Tenufa’s staff found the source of the blockage and repaired 
it. We also provided a new bed, sofa and living room furniture. 
The first stage of the tenant's entry into his new home was 
done together with our staff and the municipal social worker

Binyamina Ill man suffering from 
stroke complications

Restored an apartment - damaged by fire - to 
livable conditions, a lot of plaster and paint work, 
enabling earlier return of family to their home

Nazereth Ilit Single mother + 4, new 
immigrants from Russia

Cleaned a filthy apartment, repaired damaged 
walls and painted the entire apartment

Hadera An adult with cancer 
and diabetes, she lives 
with an older daughter

Intensive repair of a badly water-damaged ceiling, 
painted the entire apartment including doors, 
doorposts and windows, replaced light fixtures

Binyamina An elderly woman, an 
immigrant from Ethiopia

Repaired a water damaged ceiling that was 
in a state of collapse, the team did serious 
plastering work and renewed the ceiling



Location Family Status Services Provided
Kiryat 
Malachi

A couple of Ethiopian origin 
+ 2, elderly grandfather

Repaired severe problem caused by leaks in the apartment 
which caused the family to all sleep in the living room, when 
it rains. Repaired electrical damage in the kitchen, also caused 
by the leaks. Fixed the roof and balcony. Painted the entire 
apartment, replaced electric sockets and light fixture

Hadera An elderly woman, 
immigrant from Ethiopia

Repaired peeling walls and painted part of the apartment, 
sealed windows, unclogged blocked pipes throughout 
the apartment, built new drainage system in the kitchen 
to prevent flooding which had previously caused 
mold and attracted cockroaches. Replaced 4 light 
fixtures and some electrical sockets and switches

Jerusalem Couple + 7 children 
living at home

Painted apartment, replaced light fixtures, faulty 
electrical switches and sockets, installed 4 doors 
and expanded the daughter’s room using a 
plaster wall, fixed faulty electrical system

Jerusalem Single parent + 3 Opened blockage in the kitchen sink

Jerusalem Couple + 9 Repaired door, cylinders, switches and 
replaced electrical sockets

Jerusalem  Single mother & 
mentally unstable son

Repaired and painted damaged bathroom 
walls and ceilings from a leak

Jerusalem Single father + 6 Assistance with furniture, blankets, clothing and warm food

Jerusalem Mentally disabled Replaced a broken water heating system

Beit-
Shemesh

Single mother of 5 Fixed toilet drainage system

Jerusalem Single mother of 5 Opened a blocked toilet

Jerusalem Couple + 2 Repaired and painted the apartment after a 
fire in the apartment next door, replaced all 
light switches, sockets and light fixtures

Jerusalem Single mother + 2 Painted living room and bathroom, 
repaired shower drain's blockage

Jerusalem Couple, wife battling cancer Replaced cylinder, constructed a bedroom for the 
mother, at the expense of the living room including 
a door and a window, rearranged lighting

Jerusalem Holocaust survivors Painted the apartment

Jerusalem Elderly woman Opened blocked pipes

Jerusalem Elderly woman, new 
immigrant from Ethiopia

Repaired the balcony

Jerusalem Elderly couple After not having hot water– fixed the hot water heating system

Jerusalem Three elderly Holocaust 
survivors, a couple and 
brother living with daughter

For two years the family was not able to do laundry at home, 
instead they used the neighborhood Laundromat, for three 
weeks they did not have running hot water for showering – 
we replaced the water heating system and through Facebook 
found them a new washing machine, microwave and a radiator

Jerusalem Mentally ill elderly 
woman, and adult son

Repaired a burst pipe which had left them 
without hot water, during the winter

Jerusalem Single mother + 1, living 
with the elderly mother

Electrical repairs

Jerusalem Single mother + 2, new 
immigrant from Ethiopia

Repaired burst pipes



Location Family Status Services Provided
Jerusalem Single mother + 2, son 

is a cancer patient
Leaks throughout the apartment caused walls to peel, 
severe smell of mildew and dampness which caused 
health issues. Detected the problem with a thermal 
camera & daily visits to locate the source of the leak. Later 
repaired walls and painted, repaired doors and handles

Jerusalem Couple + 8 Replaced two doors, fixed peeling walls and 
painted the apartment, added a wall in the living 
room to create an additional bedroom

Jerusalem Elderly grandmother raising 
her 4 orphan grandchildren

Painted the apartment, living room furniture 
refurbished, accessories for bathroom all 
done in collaboration with volunteers

Jerusalem Couple + 2 Painted part of the apartment

Jerusalem Single mother + 2, 
Mentally disabled

Dismantled a dilapidated kitchen, installed a 
new kitchen, massive evacuation of clutter and 
replaced light fixtures and faulty sockets

Jerusalem Holocaust survivor Painted the apartment

Jerusalem Holocaust survivor Repaired and painted the entire apartment

Jerusalem Holocaust survivor Repaired and painted moldy walls in the 
shower, replaced light fixtures

Jerusalem Couple + 2, father blind, 
mother suffers from 
extreme anxiety

Repaired and painted walls in the entire 
apartment, replaced faulty electrical sockets

Jerusalem Single mother + 3 and 
elderly grandmother

Repaired peeling bathroom and shower walls, 
removed bathtub and installed a new shower to make 
it wheelchair accessible for the grandmother

Jerusalem Elderly woman Repaired the bathroom faucet and replaced the shower

Jerusalem Sick man Treated mold, repaired and painted walls, 
restored to a healthy condition

Jerusalem Mentally disabled couple Repaired faulty electrical sockets and painted the apartment

Jerusalem Single mother + 5, 
from Ethiopia

Repaired and painted the apartment, fixed dangerous and faulty 
electrical wiring, repaired broken hot water heating system

Jerusalem Mentally disabled single 
mother, from Ethiopia

Repaired and painted the apartment, fixed broken hot water 
heating system, opened washing machine blockage that was 
causing flooding, cleaned drainage, solved plumbing problems

Jerusalem Developmentally 
challenged couple

Painted the apartment, repaired 2 window shutters and 2 doors

Jerusalem New immigrant, single 
mother + 3 from Ethiopia

Replaced 3 light fixtures, painted part of the apartment

Jerusalem Elderly couple Replaced light switches, electrical sockets and 5 lamps

Jerusalem Single mother + 1 Painted apartment, repaired walls, electricity 
and replaced light fixtures

Jerusalem Single mother + 
3, one soldier

Painted the apartment, assisted moving from a 
battered woman’s shelter to her own apartment

Jerusalem Young couple + 2 Fixed a blocked toilet

Jerusalem New immigrant couple 
+ 3,from Ethiopia

Painted the entire apartment, repaired faulty electricity 
and replaced the kitchen faucet and shower head

Jerusalem Young couple + 2 Painted the entire apartment, sealed 
windows, repaired the bathroom

Jerusalem Hearing-impaired couple + 2 Opened a blocked pipe in the kitchen, sealed 2 windows

Jerusalem A lonely older woman Cleaned out a hoarder’s apartment, painted 
apartment, fixed plumbing and sockets



Location Family Status Services Provided
Jerusalem Young couple + 3 Opened a clogged pipe, replaced the 

shower stall and dangerous outlets

Jerusalem Single mother + 2 Repaired boiler explosion – fixed plumbing and leaky faucet

Jerusalem Couple + 3, one blind Replaced a kitchen faucet and broken drainage parts. 
Dismantled rotten shelves and installed new shelves

Jerusalem Couple + 3 Replaced all light fixtures, a toilet and 
installed new lock on front door

Jerusalem Elderly, frail couple 
from India

Painted part of the apartment, made electrical repairs and 
installed a new plumbing line to the kitchen due to serious

Jerusalem Single mother + 2 with HIV Light fixture wires were burned – replaced 
wires, light fixtures and switches

Jerusalem Elderly lone woman, 
Holocaust survivor

An old and neglected apartment, repaired damaged 
walls, replaced electrical sockets and light fixtures

Jerusalem Single mother of 5 Repaired leaky ceilings

Jerusalem Elderly, frail couple Repaired faulty electricity and painted the apartment

Jerusalem Single mother + 1, 
Ethiopia origin

Painted the apartment and made electrical repairs

Jerusalem Elderly handicapped Painted the apartment

Jerusalem Disabled Painted part of the apartment

Jerusalem Couple + 4, father is blind Painted peeling apartment walls, had not 
been painted in over 20 years

Jerusalem An elderly woman Painted the peeling kitchen ceiling, 
repaired the kitchen doorpost

Jerusalem Single mother + 2 Painted part of the apartment, repaired electrical faults

Jerusalem Single mother + 5 Painted the apartment, fixed electrical sockets, 
repaired the bathroom, replaced doors, all light 
fixtures & provided missing home furnishings

Jerusalem An older man, living 
alone, hoarder

Previously slept on the balcony because there was no 
comfortable corner in the apartment. Cleared out the yard and 
apartment, made one of the rooms into a respectable bedroom

Jerusalem Single mother + 3 Clinic manicurist space was full of mold, we made wall 
repairs, painted and fixed faulty electrical sockets

Jerusalem An elderly woman, 
Holocaust survivor

Painted the apartment

Jerusalem Single mother + 3 Painted the apartment, treated bathroom leaks, replaced light 
switches and fixtures, dismantled a broken shower stall

Jerusalem Couple + 4 of Ethiopian 
origin, the father is a 
cancer patient, one in 
national service

Replaced a hot water heater, painted the entire 
apartment, changed light fixtures and 2 faucets

Jerusalem Holocaust survivor couple Treated damaged walls with plaster, and painted

Ashkelon Elderly widow + 2 
adult daughters, one 
with special needs

Repaired; front door, electrical socket, shower handles and 
toilets. Installed toilet seat, painted and small repairs in 
children's room, replaced electrical outlets, cleaned and sealed 
bathroom sink, reinforced kitchen cabinet door hinges 

Ashkelon Elderly man of Ethiopian 
origin, son in army

Replaced; shower faucet and tiles. Solved 
electrical problems, replaced 10 electrical sockets 
and outlets, fixed 4 doors and 6 lamps



Location Family Status Services Provided
Ashkelon Elderly woman of Ethiopian 

origin, vision impaired 
and physically disabled

Unclogged blocked kitchen sink. Installed new; hot 
water heater, shower head and toilet seat. Repaired 
damaged walls and painted a bedroom

Ashkelon Older woman of 
Ethiopian origin after

Repaired; dangerous electrical issues throughout the 
apartment, damaged walls and painted bedrooms

Ashkelon Mentally unstable 
single mother + 3

Replaced bathroom faucet. Repaired and painted bedroom. 
Added a outlet for the refrigerator. Replaced; missing glass 
in the bathroom window, and faulty electrical sockets

Ashkelon An elderly woman Painted a bedroom, including ceiling and walls. Repaired 
and painted walls in the bathroom, and painted the 
rest of the apartment. Replaced; shower rod and 
curtain, toilet, and electrical circuit breaker switch

Ashkelon A very sick elderly woman Repaired and painted badly damaged walls in the hallway and 
bedrooms. Replaced electrical outlets and 2 light fixtures

Ashkelon A single mother + 1, 
rheumatic pains

Living in an extremely neglected apartment. We 
installed a new shower head and two safety support 
handrails. We replaced; a toilet seat and broken faucet. 
Removed potentially dangerous structural hazards

Ashkelon Couple + 4, one in 
national service

Unclogged sewage blockage, assembled kitchen 
faucet, replaced kitchen cabinet hinges, painted 
ceilings in 3 rooms and corridor, replaced 2 lamps

Sderot Elderly grandmother + a 
single mother of one

Painted badly cracked walls. Replaced 
dangerous electrical outlets

Beit Shemesh Single mother + 4, some 
have special needs

Fixed walls and painted apartment

Lod A mentally ill woman 
of Ethiopian origin

Fixed walls and painted the apartment

Lod A couple + 4 Fixed damaged walls and painted the apartment

Lod An elderly widow Repaired peeling walls and ceilings and 
painted the entire apartment

Lod A couple + 2 combat soldiers Repaired seriously damaged walls and painted most 
of the apartment, closed a hole in the wall caused 
by removal of an A.C, installed light fixtures

Lod A single mother + 4 The apartment was in terrible condition, half of it had no 
working electricity – we identified the problem and repaired 
it, fixed damaged walls and painted the entire apartment

Hadera Two older siblings Disposed of garbage, painted the apartment, repaired and 
replaced electrical outlets, switches and light fixtures

Hadera Single mother + 3, of 
Ethiopian origin

Cleaned mold that spread throughout the walls 
of the apartment, repaired walls and painted the 
entire apartment, installed new faucets

Pardes Hanna Mentally unstable 
man, living alone

Exposed electricity throughout the apartment- 
repaired, treated all of the walls and painted. 
Replaced ceramic tiles in the kitchen

Pardes Hanna Single mother + 1, living 
with her elderly mother 
Holocaust survivor

Repaired walls and painted the entire apartment, laid ceramic 
bathroom tiles, replaced electrical sockets and light fixtures

Or Akiva Single mother + 7 
young children

Painted the whole apartment. Repaired bedroom closets and 
entrance door lock. Replaced light fixtures, installed new toilet.

Pardes Hanna Single mother + 5, of 
Ethiopian origin

Repaired walls and painted the entire apartment, Repaired 
all doors, installed new faucets and fixed blinds



Location Family Status Services Provided
Or Akiva Single mother + 1, new 

immigrant from Russia
Repaired walls and painted the entire apartment, 
repaired a leak that caused a large crack in the 
wall, installed a faucet and light fixtures

Hadera Widower + 9, of 
Ethiopian origin

Repaired damaged walls and painted the entire apartment

Hadera An elderly man of Ethiopian 
origin, + grown-up son

Replaced a bathroom sink threatening to collapse 
and repaired a broken bathroom cabinet

Or Akiva Single mother + 10 Repaired walls and painted the entire apartment, 
replaced light fixtures, electrical sockets and switches

Or Akiva Single mother + 3 Painted the whole apartment

Pardes Hanna A mentally disabled 
elderly man

Installed a new faucet, fixed a cracked wall

Pardes Hanna Couple + 2 Plastered and painted the child’s room, 
where one wall completely decayed

Hadera An older widower Painted part of the apartment

Hadera Single mother Unblocked clogged pipes, painted badly peeling 
walls. Replaced leaky faucets, repaired and 
painted doors, painted the whole apartment

Hadera An elderly man in need 
of nursing care

Painted bathroom and other rooms, sealed 
shower, installed light fixtures

Hadera A couple with children A plaster ceiling collapsed due to leaky roof, replaced 
with wooden ceiling, repaired and cleaned badly 
water-damaged bathroom, including peeling walls

Hadera A single mother with 
severe health problems

Replaced broken toilet, painted the whole apartment, 
including door posts, installed light fixtures

Hadera An elderly woman in 
need of nursing care

Mold treatment, repaired and painted walls

Hadera A mentally ill woman Replaced light fixtures, repaired and painted walls

Hadera An elderly woman in 
need of nursing care

Repaired and painted damaged walls

Hadera An elderly blind woman 
in need of nursing care

Repaired and painted damaged walls, repaired 
plumbing, replaced light fixtures

Hadera An elderly widow in 
need of nursing care

Repaired and painted badly damaged walls

Hadera A couple with children Repaired severely damaged walls, painted the apartment, 
replaced electrical outlets and switches, repaired lighting

Or Akiva An elderly couple, woman 
in need of nursing care 
and Holocaust survivor

Replaced; a bathroom cabinet, broken tiles in part of the 
apartment, fixed peeling walls and painted the apartment

Or Akiva A blind woman in need 
of nursing care

Painted walls throughout the apartment

Binyamina An elderly woman in 
need of nursing care

Painted the apartment

Pardes Hanna A single mother Unclogged blocked pipes

Binyamina Lonely elderly man, 
Holocaust survivor

Repaired leaky roof and moldy ceiling and the damage it caused

Pardes Hanna An elderly woman of 
Ethiopian origin and 
adult daughter

Repaired and painted holes in walls, installed new light fixtures



Location Family Status Services Provided
Pardes Hanna A single mother + 1, former 

victim of domestic violence, 
also seriously injured in 
an accident, suffering 
from severe burns

Repaired broken tiles, painted the apartment. Replaced 
the kitchen faucet and installed light fixtures

Binyamina Older woman living alone Repaired water damaged ceiling, leaky 
roof, laid tiles, painted walls

Binyamina Single mother + 1, 
suffering from illness

Repaired and painted the apartment walls, fixed electrical 
plugs and sockets, installed light fixtures and a new toilet

Or Akiva Widow mother + 3 Repaired badly water-damaged walls with 
plaster and painted part of the apartment

Or Akiva Divorced father of 
5 - children live with 
him part-time

Replaced window screens and electrical 
outlets all over the apartment, repaired kitchen 
countertops and painted the bathroom

Pardes Hanna An elderly couple, the 
husband is blind and 
Holocaust survivor

Located the source of a leak which caused extensive 
damage in their bedroom, repaired the hot water 
heater, scraped the peeling walls and painted.

Hadera An elderly woman, 
immigrant from Ethiopia

Fixed peeling walls and painted the whole apartment, 
fixed doors, doorposts and door handle mechanisms 
throughout the apartment, replaced 4 light fixtures, 
replaced electrical switches and sockets as needed

Pardes Hanna An elderly woman + single 
mother + 1, immigrants 
from Ethiopian

Fixed badly damaged walls and painted the entire apartment

Hadera An elderly woman, suffering 
from cancer and diabetes

Repaired the ceiling, painted the apartment, restored 
doorposts, installed light fixtures, replaced broken door 
handles and electrical sockets and loose switches

Binyamina An older woman + 
her adult daughter

Fixed peeling walls and painted some of the 
apartment, replaced broken tiles 

Pardes Hanna An elderly widow Fixed badly-cracked walls, including plasterwork, 
painting throughout the apartment, replaced of all light 
fixtures and a few electrical sockets and switches

Pardes Hanna Elderly, Ethiopian 
immigrants + single 
parent daughter

Reinforced and repaired a faucet and a 
huge hole in the wall, painted

Pardes Hanna A lonely, elderly sick 
woman, Holocaust survivor

Sanitized the bathroom, sealed the shower , replaced 
toilet seat and repaired a leak in the bathroom that 
caused a terrible stench throughout the apartment

Or Akiva A disabled, wheelchair-
bound, widower

Repaired and painted badly damaged walls, 
including; doorposts, replaced all light fixtures, 
adjusted boiler switch to be accessible

Hadera Single mother + 5 small 
children, of Ethiopian origin

Cleaned and organized a hoarder’s home, disposed of 
a lot of clutter and roaches, treated severely peeling 
walls with spackle and painted the walls, doors and 
doorposts. Laid 15 meters of ceramic tiles in the kitchen, 
replaced some electrical switches and sockets

Hadera An elderly woman of 
Ethiopian origin

Painted the whole apartment, replaced a few electrical 
switches and sockets and installed new light fixtures

Hadera Single mother + 3 of 
Ethiopian origin

Repaired walls and painted the entire apartment 
including restoring doorposts. Replaced several 
electrical sockets and light fixtures



Location Family Status Services Provided
Pardes Hanna An older woman Repaired and painted severely damaged walls all over the 

apartment, replaced all light fixtures, did extensive work 
repairing a faulty electrical system, replaced door handles

Binyamina An elderly couple Repaired and sealed a gaping hole in the roof 
through which tens of pigeons got in, making 
terrible noise and creating a horrible mess

Or Akiva Single mother + 2 Repaired electrical problems which kept part of the 
rooms in complete darkness. Fixed a leaky faucet, 
Installed a television on a bedroom wall

Pardes Hanna An elderly frail woman 
in poor health

Painted part of the apartment, waterproofed windows, 
repaired and painted badly damaged walls

Hadera A visually impaired, 
elderly woman

Repaired and painted a seriously water damaged ceiling, 
caused by a leak in the neighbor’s apartment

Hadera An elderly couple Replaced 3 light fixtures, painted, replaced the hot 
water heater, installed solar water heater

Binyamina Elderly nursing patient Sealed the kitchen sink and counter top with silicone

Pardes Hanna An elderly woman suffering 
from mental illness

Unclogged blocked pipes – which had caused 
flooding - throughout the apartment

Hadera An elderly woman Repaired badly peeling bathroom walls with 
plaster and paint. The walls had been damaged 
due to a leak from a neighbor’s apartment

Or Akiva An elderly man and his adult 
son, both are disabled

Sealed and installed marble kitchen countertop, 
replaced a faucet, installed 2 faucets, replaced the 
nozzle of the faucet, and opened a blocked drain

Or Akiva Single mother + 3, one 
son is a soldier

Dismantled Belgian windows, fixed outer and all 
damaged inner walls, all over the apartment. Replaced 
some electrical outlets and three light fixtures

Hadera Holocaust survivor, in need 
of full time nursing care

Fixed and painted an apartment with holes and plaster 
falling from the ceiling - caused by rain, We applied plaster 
all over the ceilings and walls and painted the whole

Hadera A visually impaired woman, 
almost completely deaf

Repaired and painted damaged walls in part 
of the apartment, electrical repairs

Hadera An older woman raising 
six grandchildren

Sealed seriously leaky roof. Repaired and painted 
damaged ceiling and walls, repaired electrical sockets

Or Akiva Single mother + 2 Plaster repairs and paint throughout the apartment. Hung a 
large mirror in the living room, installed a medicine cabinet in 
the bathroom and 2 shelves in a bedroom. Hung curtain rod 
in the kitchen, replaced bathroom cabinet, sink and faucet

Or Akiva Single mother + 1 adult 
daughter with cancer

Repaired water damaged walls with plaster 
and paint, throughout the apartment

Netanya Single mother + 3, 
one a soldier

Painted most of the apartment

Pardes Hanna A single mother Repaired and pained the entire apartment including doorposts. 
All of the bathroom walls were black - the walls were 
covered with new ceramics tiles. Closed and repaired huge 
holes in the kitchen walls. Replaced some light fixtures

Hadera A widower whose 
apartment became 
severely neglected during 
his late wife’s illness

We helped the widower remove his late wife’s belongings. 
Created a niche for a washing machine by breaking down 
a wall, replaced light fixtures, did extensive plaster repair 
and painted the entire apartment, covered exposed wires



Location Family Status Services Provided
Hadera Single mother + 5, of 

Ethiopian origin
A much neglected, small, crowded apartment. We 
painted the entire apartment. Replaced faucets, light 
fixtures, electrical sockets and switches, restored 
doors - replaced mechanisms and handles

Hadera Single mother + 2, of 
Ethiopian origin

Painted apartment including doors and doorposts, 
renewed doors – replaces lock mechanisms, 
replaces sockets and switches

Hadera Mentally disabled Painted part of the apartment, replaced faucet, fixed 
plumbing, fixed ceramic tiles in shower room

Binyamina An elderly woman Fixed shutter

Hatzor Elderly man, 
Holocaust survivor

Repaired peeling walls and painted the apartment

Hatzor An elderly woman An apartment with severe corrosion on all ceilings, 
we repaired and painted the apartment

Hatzor A family with children An apartment in bad condition, we repaired 
damaged walls and painted peeling and cracked 
walls, and painted the whole apartment

Hatzor A mentally ill man Fixed faulty electrical system and painted the apartment

Hatzor A single mother Treated corrosion and leaks, fixed peeling 
walls and painted the apartment 

Hatzor An elderly woman Painted part of the apartment

Hatzor A mentally ill man Repaired peeling walls and painted the 
apartment, including doors and doorposts

Hatzor An elderly woman Repaired peeling walls and painted the apartment

Hatzor A couple with children An apartment in very bad state of neglect, we repaired 
peeling walls and ceilings with holes, throughout the 
apartment, and painted the whole apartment

Hatzor A single mother An apartment in a state of severe dilapidation, we repaired 
peeling, cracked walls and painted the entire apartment

Hatzor An elderly woman Repaired peeling walls and painted the apartment

Hatzor An older, sick, blind woman Repaired peeling walls and painted the apartment

Hatzor An elderly couple, the 
husband is in need 
of nursing care

Repaired peeling walls and painted the apartment

Hatzor A lonely older man Repaired peeling walls and painted the apartment

Hatzor A couple with children Fixed damaged walls and painted, replaced electrical sockets

Hatzor An elderly couple Repaired peeling walls and painted the apartment

Hatzor A single mother Extensive work repairing severely damaged 
walls and painted the apartment

Hatzor A young couple 
with children

Repaired peeling walls and painted the apartment

Hatzor An elderly woman Repaired peeling walls and painted the apartment

Hatzor An elderly man, in need 
of nursing care

Fixed faulty electrical problems and painted the apartment

Hatzor A couple with children Repaired peeling walls and painted the apartment

Hatzor A single mother with 
severe health issues

Repaired peeling walls and painted the apartment

Hatzor An elderly woman in 
need of nursing care

Repaired peeling walls and painted the apartment



Location Family Status Services Provided
Hatzor A mentally ill woman Repaired peeling walls and painted the apartment

Hatzor An elderly woman in 
need of nursing care

Repaired peeling walls and painted the apartment

Hatzor An elderly apartment-
bound, blind woman

Repaired peeling walls and painted the apartment

Hatzor An elderly, apartment-
bound, widower

Repaired peeling walls and painted the apartment

Hatzor A couple with children, 
dire financial situation

Repaired peeling walls and painted the apartment

Hatzor An elderly woman in 
need of nursing care

Repaired peeling walls and painted the apartment

Hatzor A apartment-bound, 
blind woman

Repaired peeling walls and painted the apartment

Hatzor An elderly apartment-
bound woman

Repaired peeling walls and painted the apartment

Hatzor A single mother Repaired peeling walls and painted the apartment

Hatzor A lonely elderly woman, 
apartment-bound

Repaired peeling walls and painted the apartment

Kiryat Gat Couple + 8 Replaced two doors, fixed peeling walls and painted 
the entire apartment, added a wall in the living 
room for a much needed additional bedroom

Kiryat Gat An elderly grandmother 
of Ethiopian origin + 
2 granddaughters

Painted the entire apartment, replaced lamps 
and exposed outlets, dismantled a rotting kitchen 
and assembled a new kitchen that was donated 
including installation of ceramics and a faucet

Kiryat Gat Couple + 3 Replaced all 6 doors of the apartment – doors were in a ruined 
state and two bedrooms were missing doors altogether

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 3 Repaired badly peeling walls, painted the whole 
apartment. Replaced all 8 lamps in the apartment

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 3 Repaired and painted badly damaged walls

Kiryat Gat Couple + 6, father is deaf Installed new (donated) kitchen cabinets and doors, 
painted the entire apartment, replaced all light fixtures, 
and faulty electrical sockets and switches

Kiryat Gat Couple + 3, one of the 
children is handicapped

Repaired damaged walls and painted the entire apartment

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 4 We disposed of a broken bed and closet, dismantled, 
transported and installed a new closet and bed

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 5 Painted the whole apartment, installed new light 
fixtures, repaired and painted walls in the bathroom

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 2 Painted, replaced exposed outlets and some light fixtures

Kiryat Gat Elderly man Repaired and painted shower walls, added missing 
floor tiles, replaced two light fixtures

Kiryat Gat Couple + 8 Painted the whole apartment, replaced some light fixtures

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 1 Repaired damaged walls and painted the entire apartment 
including mold treatment in the shower, replaced 4 light fixtures

Kiryat Gat Single mother of 
Ethiopian origin + 3

Repaired and treated moldy walls and painted the bathroom

Kiryat Gat Single mother of 
Ethiopian origin + 3

Treated badly peeling walls, painted the whole 
apartment, replaced all light fixtures



Location Family Status Services Provided
Kiryat Gat Couple + 13 Repaired peeling walls and painted the entire 

apartment, added light fixtures in the bedrooms – fixed 
up the ceiling filled with loose electrical wires

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 2, father 
is in an old age home

Treated moldy walls and painted the whole apartment, replaced 
missing tiles, repaired leaks in the bathroom and bedrooms

Kiryat Gat Elderly woman Repaired and painted the entire apartment, replaced 
light fixtures and fixed faulty electrical sockets

Kiryat Gat A single woman, slightly 
cognitively impaired, 
lives alone, hoarder

Disposed of old equipment, disinfected the kitchen with 
bleach, replaced light fixtures, repaired and painted walls

Kiryat Gat Single parent, of 
Ethiopian origin

Repaired walls and painted the entire 
apartment, replaced all light fixtures

Kiryat Gat A single mother of 
Ethiopian origin + 2

Repaired walls and painted the entire apartment, 
replaced all light fixtures, repaired shutters

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 2 Help setting up apartment for a woman moving out of 
a shelter for battered woman, into her own home

Kiryat Gat A family of Ethiopian origin Relocation assistance

Kiryat Gat Elderly couple + 2 
developmentally 
challenged adult children

Repaired damaged walls and painted the apartment, 
replaced light fixtures and fixed faulty electrical sockets

Kiryat Gat Couple of Ethiopian origin + 
3, father suffers from ALS

Repaired walls and painted the apartment, 
replaced light fixtures

Kiryat Gat Elderly woman whose 
children have passed away

Repaired peeling walls and painted the apartment, 
replaced 4 doors and fixed doorposts

Kiryat Gat An older man, living alone Family living without a working kitchen - dismantled the 
broken kitchen and assembled a “new” donated kitchen

Kiryat Gat Couple + 2 of 
Ethiopian origin

Repaired walls and painted

Kiryat Gat Young couple Dismantled a kitchen (donated) and installed it 
in an apartment without a kitchen, the owner 
participated in the dismantling and assembly

Kiryat Gat Single mother of 
Ethiopian origin + 3,

Repaired damaged walls and painted the apartment

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 1 Painted the entire apartment, replaced faulty 
electrical sockets, switches and light fixtures

Kiryat Gat Elderly, frail man Electrical repairs; sockets and outlets

Kiryat Gat A couple + 4, of 
Ethiopian origin

Repaired peeling walls and painted them - throughout the 
apartment, replaced missing light bulbs in the kitchen and 
living room, shower head. Fixed blackened shower walls 
and ceilings, replaced 4 dangerous electrical outlets

Kiryat Gat Couple + 5, one suffers 
from Autism

Painted the entire apartment, replaced light 
fixtures and faulty electrical sockets

Kiryat Gat Elderly, sick man on 
inhalator + adult son

Painted the apartment, replaced 2 light fixtures and 3 outlets

Kiryat Gat Visually impaired older 
woman, mentally ill, 
living with an adult son

Apartment in neglected and dilapidated condition - painted the 
entire apartment, replaced outlets, switches and light fixtures

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 2 A well maintained apartment, general painting and 
removal of unnecessary electrical cables



Location Family Status Services Provided
Kiryat Gat Elderly woman A bathtub broke, creating a leak in the neighbor’s apartment. 

The neighbor cut off water supply to her apartment 
and our team dealt with the situation immediately

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 4 Repaired walls, replaced broken light fixtures

Kiryat Gat A Family of Ethiopian origin Plaster repairs, painted most of the 
apartment, replaced 3 light fixtures

Kiryat Gat Couple + 1 Painted the apartment, replaced light fixtures throughout 
the apartment and repaired faulty electrical sockets

Kiryat Gat A lonely, elderly 
man, connected to 
breathing apparatus

Repaired severely water-damaged walls and painted the 
whole apartment, as well as fixing faulty electricity

Kiryat Gat Couple suffering from 
mental health issues + 2

Plaster repaired the walls, painted, replaced 3 light 
fixtures, bathroom shower head and mirror

Kiryat Gat Single mother of one, 
of Ethiopian origin

Repaired and painted part of the apartment, 
replaced 2 light fixtures

Kiryat Gat Elderly man living alone, 
new immigrant from India

Fixed damaged walls with plaster and 
painted the entire apartment

Kiryat Gat Couple + 6, 7 year old 
battling cancer

Painted the entire apartment, replaced light fixtures

Kiryat Gat Elderly couple Replaced lamps, repaired walls and 
painted part of the apartment

Kiryat Gat Elderly frail single parent 
+ 11 including minors

Leaks from the roof caused peeling ceiling, 
repaired walls and painted apartment

Kiryat Gat Handicapped single 
mother + 6

Repaired walls and painted the apartment, 
fixed faulty, exposed electrical outlets

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 1, of 
Ethiopian origin

Painted peeling walls, fixed electrical outlets

Kiryat Gat Elderly, sickly woman and 
adult, developmentally 
challenged son

Painted the entire apartment, fixed water damage, replaced 
faulty electrical sockets and broken light fixtures

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 3 Fixed exposed electrical outlets, painted part of the apartment, 
repaired water damaged walls in the shower and bathroom

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 1 Painted the apartment, replaced light fixtures in the child's room

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 6 Repaired walls, painted, replaced 5 light fixtures

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 3 Painted the apartment

Kiryat Gat Single mother of 2, 
of Ethiopian origin

Painted the whole apartment, fixed the peeling 
ceiling in the bathroom, replaced bathroom light 
fixture which had been broken for nearly a year

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 2 Installed new light fixtures throughout the apartment, 
painted parts of the apartment which had been 
damaged following a leak in a neighbor’s apartment 

Kiryat Gat Couple + 7 Repaired and painted the entire apartment, 
replaced 5 faulty light fixtures

Kiryat Gat Two adult sisters, one 
a single mother + 1

Repaired badly peeling walls and painted the entire apartment

Kiryat Gat Single mother 
Ethiopian origin + 2

Repaired doors and walls, painted the bathroom and shower

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 3 Replaced light fixtures, repaired severely damaged walls (the 
husband began to repair and then died), replaced a dilapidated 
kitchen with a new one, including a new faucet and wall tiles



Location Family Status Services Provided
Kiryat Gat New immigrant from Russia Repaired walls and painted a bedroom and the bathroom 

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 4 Painted the apartment and repaired faulty 
electrical outlets and light fixtures

Kiryat Gat Elderly couple Installed safety support handles at the entrance of the 
apartment so the elderly couple could climb the stairs 
securely. Unclogged a blocked toilet, painted the apartment

Kiryat Gat Elderly, frail man living 
with his adult daughter

Repaired holes in the ceilings and badly peeling walls, painted 
the entire apartment, fixed faulty outlets with exposed 
wires. Replaced kitchen faucet and some light fixtures

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 1 Dismantled a closet that was threatening to collapse, 
assembled a new closet. Made the bathroom wheelchair 
accessible by expanding the doorways and installing 
new doors. Plumbing renovations included new ceramic 
tiles and sanitary items. Painted badly peeling walls

Kiryat Gat Couple + 2 A rickety kitchen that the family dismantled themselves 
left them without a kitchen for an entire month. We 
located a second hand kitchen which was donated to 
the family and included transportation and installation 
of a sink, marble counter-top and cabinets

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 
4, one soldier

The apartment was in a state of severe dilapidation. 
Repairs included; fixing water damaged, badly peeling 
walls, painting the entire apartment, replacing a 
completely broken door, restoring electricity to 2 rooms, 
replacing the clogged drainage system in the kitchen

Kiryat 
Malachi 

Single mother with 
adult children

Treated and painted moldy, peeling kitchen walls

Kiryat 
Malachi

An elderly woman of 
Ethiopian origin, living with 
two mentally disabled sons

Repaired damaged walls and painted the entire 
apartment, broke down and removed a disintegrating 
wall between the kitchen and the living room

Kiryat 
Malachi

An elderly grandmother 
of Ethiopian origin raising 
three granddaughters, 
one in army

Painted part of the apartment, replaced light fixtures

Kiryat 
Malachi

An elderly, lonely woman 
of Ethiopian origin

Unblocked seriously clogged bathroom pipe, which 
had created an unbearable stench in the apartment. 
Replaced light bulbs throughout the apartment 
which previously had been completely dark

Kiryat 
Malachi

A lonely, mentally 
disabled man

Painted part of the apartment, In the future we 
will replace ceramic tiles in danger of falling

Kiryat 
Malachi

An older woman of 
Ethiopian origin who raises 
her niece as a daughter

Repaired and painted the walls in a 
severely neglected apartment

Kiryat 
Malachi

A single parent of 
Ethiopian origin who 
suffers from epilepsy + 
a disabled adult son

Repaired walls and painted the whole apartment

Kiryat 
Malachi

A couple of Ethiopian 
origin + 4

Painted the entire apartment, treated moldy 
kitchen walls Replaced electrical outletsc

Kiryat 
Malachi

An elderly, lonely woman Fixed water damaged ceiling and walls, 
and painted the apartment

Kiryat 
Malachi

A disabled elderly woman of 
Ethiopian origin who lives 
with her disabled adult son

Replaced the dangerous electric box, which had been short 
circuiting on a daily basis and kept the family without hot 
water for over 3 weeks. Repaired the kitchen faucet.



Location Family Status Services Provided
Kiryat 
Malachi

An elderly widow, 
Holocaust survivor

Repaired and painted badly peeling walls 
throughout the apartment

Kiryat 
Malachi

An elderly woman of 
Ethiopian origin

Extensive work was done treating and painting 
moldy, peeling bathroom walls

Kiryat 
Malachi

Mentally disabled brother, 
of Ethiopian origin

A family of orphans. The apartment was in an extreme state 
of neglect. We worked for an entire week -  removed old, 
broken equipment, repaired and painted the entire apartment 
- replaced ceramic tiles in the kitchen which were filthy 
from cooking, replaced all of the light fixtures, installed 
lighting in the living room where there wasn’t any at all

Kiryat 
Malachi

An older man, of Ethiopian 
origin, living with his 
elderly, blind mother

Replaced an electric box, fixed faucets in 
both the kitchen and bathroom

Kiryat 
Malachi

Single mother + 2 Installed a new sink and faucet in the kitchen, repaired 
damaged walls, painted and replaced some light fixtures

Kiryat 
Malachi

A visually impaired elderly 
man of Ethiopian origin

Laid ceramic tiles in the bathroom and 
kitchen. Installed 6 light fixtures

Kiryat 
Malachi

An elderly woman, of 
Ethiopian origin, living 
with her grown son

Fixed broken ceramic tiles in the bathroom and kitchen, which 
were damaged by leaks from the sinks. Replaced 6 faulty 
light fixtures. Treated peeling, dark and moldy walls. Painted 
the apartment. Replaced electrical sockets and switches

Kiryat 
Malachi

A single mother + 3 adult 
children, all mentally 
disabled, one suffering 
from elephantiasis

Painted the whole apartment, replaced shelves, dismantled 
a closet on the verge of collapse and supplied a new closet

Kiryat 
Malachi

Elderly Replaced light fixtures and painted the entire 
apartment, replaced the hot water heater switch

Kiryat 
Malachi

A couple, of Ethiopian origin Repaired and painted the walls, replaced light 
fixtures, electrical sockets and plugs

Kiryat 
Malachi

An elderly couple of 
Ethiopian origin, both 
are sick, the woman 
requires nursing care

Painted the entire apartment, replaced 3 light 
fixtures. Installed security handles in the shower 
and bathroom, unblocking clogged pipes

Kiryat 
Malachi

A couple + 4 of Ethiopian 
origin, the father is elderly, 
& single mother + 2

Painted the apartment and replaced 2 light fixtures

Kiryat 
Malachi

An elderly, lonely, 
sickly woman

Built a separate water line to the bathroom, opened a blockage 
in a main pipe. Painted the apartment including the kitchen 
and living room in bad condition due to water damage

Kiryat 
Malachi

A single mother + 4, 
of Ethiopian origin

Painted the entire apartment, repaired electrical problems, 
replaced 3 light fixtures and the drain in the kitchen, 
installed a new shower head in the bathroom

Kiryat 
Malachi

Elderly couple, 
Ethiopian origin

Painted the apartment, replaced 4 light fixtures, fixed 
general electrical problems, adhered new ceramic tiles, 
where needed, in the bathroom. Unclogged blocked pipes 
and restored strong water flow in the apartment

Kiryat 
Malachi

Elderly, Ethiopian origin Repaired and painted damaged walls throughout the 
apartment. Removed a plaster wall to create space in the 
living room. Replaced electrical switches and light fixtures

Kiryat 
Malachi

Elderly couple, 
Ethiopian origin

Replaced a sink, kitchen hinges, repaired and painted the 
bathroom. Replaced 2 lamps and 2 electrical outlets

Kiryat 
Malachi

A single mother + 5 Painted an extremely neglected, filthy home
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Kiryat 
Malachi

A single mother + 3 Painted the apartment

Kiryat 
Malachi

An elderly widower, 
struggles to take 
care of himself

Repaired and painted badly water damaged walls throughout 
the apartment which was flooded due to bursts pipes. 
Replaced 4 light fixtures, electrical sockets, a circuit breaker 
and 2 faucets and the heating element in the boiler

Kiryat 
Malachi

A disabled widow 
+ 2 adult sons

Painted part of the apartment, replaced 2 light fixtures

Kiryat 
Malachi

A couple + 5, the father 
suffers from health issues

Replaced 4 door handles, painted doorposts 
and walls. Repaired broken floor tiles

Kiryat 
Malachi

A couple + 3 Repaired electrical problems, and replaced sockets

Kiryat 
Malachi

Elderly woman + single 
mother daughter

Painted part of the apartment, replaced 3 light 
fixtures and two electrical switches

Kiryat 
Malachi

A couple + 7, the father 
suffered a stroke

Painted the apartment, repaired doors 
and replaced 3 light fixtures

Kiryat 
Malachi

A couple of Ethiopian origin Painted the bathroom, made electrical repairs 
and replaced broken light fixture

Kiryat 
Malachi

An elderly couple of 
Ethiopian origin

Painted the apartment and replaced two 
light fixtures and 1 electrical outlet

Kiryat 
Malachi

An elderly couple of 
Ethiopian origin

Painted the apartment, replaced 2 plugs and three light fixtures

Kiryat 
Malachi

Young siblings 
developmentally challenged

Painted the living room

Kiryat 
Malachi

A disabled couple who 
suffered a stroke

Painted the entire apartment, replaced 3 
light fixtures and 3 electrical sockets

Kiryat 
Malachi

A single mother + 3 Repaired leaks and painted badly water 
damaged walls throughout the apartment

Kiryat 
Malachi

A widower, a cardiac patient Replaced kitchen faucet and electrical socket

Kiryat 
Malachi

A single mother of 
Ethiopian origin + 4

Painted the hallway, bathroom and bedroom

Kiryat 
Malachi

A widow, living alone Renovated the shower and painted the living room

Kiryat 
Malachi

An older woman of 
Ethiopian origin

Renovated two bedrooms, replaced light bulbs and 
two electrical outlets and painted the apartment

Kiryat 
Malachi

An elderly couple of 
Ethiopian origin

Painted a bathroom, kitchen, storage room and bedroom, 
replaced 2 light fixtures and an electrical socket

Kiryat 
Malachi

An elderly couple of 
Ethiopian origin, the 
woman is blind

Installed two security handles in the shower and bathroom, 
repaired shower door, painted the corridor, fixed; faulty 
electrical problems, broken shutters and the kitchen sink

Kiryat 
Malachi

An elderly couple of 
Ethiopian origin

Repaired and painted damaged walls in the 
storage room, corridor, shower, bedroom and 
kitchen. Installed shower accessories

Ramla A couple + 7, of 
Ethiopian origin

Half an apartment was without electricity we 
fixed the electrical system, treated and painted 
the walls in the entire apartment

Ramla Elderly of Ethiopian origin Fixed peeling walls and painted the apartment

Ramla Single mother with cancer 
+ 3, of Ethiopian origin, one 
child has Down syndrome

Shower and kitchen walls and ceiling were 
crumbling we repaired the damaged walls and 
painted the apartment. Fixed the air conditioning and 
replaced electrical sockets and light switches



Location Family Status Services Provided
Ramla A sick elderly man 

who hoards
Elderly man was in need of care and supervision. 
He understood that he must get rid of many of his 
belongings in order to allow him to be treated at 
home Disposal of many broken, old and decrepit 
belongings, painted the entire apartment

Ramla A couple + 6 A roach infested apartment – particularly in the ceiling 
beams. We dismantled them, repaired walls and 
painted the apartment. Closed off part of the living 
room to create some privacy for teenage son using 
plaster walls, installed electricity and a new door

Ramla A single mother + 2 Fixed; broken bathroom tiles, exposed electricity, a leaky 
kitchen sink and toilet. Installing new light fixtures, 
repaired peeling walls and painted the apartment

Ramla A single mother + 3 Dismantled a rotten kitchen, fixed ceramic tiles, changed 
the location of a refrigerator and washing machine, repaired 
faulty electricity and added additional electrical points, 
treated peeling walls and painted the entire apartment

Ramla A single father + 6, three 
of whom are minors 
with special needs

Father is a hoarder, extensive disposal work 
from a 4th floor, walk-up apartment, painted the 
entire apartment, replaced 7 light fixtures

Ramla A couple + 2 cognitively 
challenged

Fixed badly peeling walls and painted the apartment

Ramla  A single mother + 3 Fixed badly peeling walls, painted the apartment, replaced 
electrical sockets, light switches and the hot water heater

Ramla A single mother + 6, the 
father is serving time in jail

The apartment had no bath and toilet. We painted the 
children's rooms, replaced faulty electrical sockets 
and light switches, and installed 6 light fixtures

Ramla Single mother + 8, came 
out of women's shelter

 Fixed badly peeling walls and painted the apartment, 
fixed electricity in children's bedroom

Ramla An elderly couple Fixed peeling walls and painted the apartment

Ramla An elderly couple + 3 Fixed peeling walls and painted the apartment

Ramla A couple + 8, one child 
is developmentally 
challenged, the father 
has cancer & diabetes

Replaced 8 light fixtures and fixed faulty electricity in a 
home without any working light, painted the apartment

Ramla Couple + 3, 2 soldiers Hole in external wall in parents' bedroom due to dismantled 
AC following penetrating cold and birds. Closed hole, 
fixed walls and painted the home, sealed windows, 
replaces some of light fixtures, sockets and switches

Ramla Physically disabled, 
of Ethiopian origin

Fixed and painted shower walls, installed 
handgrip rails, replaced shower head

Ramla Single mother + 2 Dismantled half of the kitchen, repaired faulty electricity, 
fixed bedroom closet, will update as repairs continue

Ramla Couple + 3, live with 
elderly grandmother 
Holocaust survivor

Fixed peeling walls and painted the apartment, 
replaced light fixtures and switches

Ramla Couple + 3 Fixed peeling walls and painted the apartment

Ramla Couple + 5, sick father Fixed peeling walls and painted the apartment, intensive 
work on shower walls, replaced light fixtures and switches

Ramla Single mother of 
Ethiopian origin

Fixed peeling damaged walls and painted the 
apartment, treated mold, fixed hazardous electricity



Location Family Status Service s Provided
Jerusalem Couple + 7 children living at home Home visit 

Jerusalem Single parent + 3 Home visit 

Jerusalem Single mother + mentally unstable 
son living at home

Home visit, Maintaining contact with 
her home care helper, Food stamps, 
Phone calls, Bureaucratic advocacy

Jerusalem Single father with sole custody of his 
6 young children living at home

Home visits, Arranging delivery of 
hot meals, Food stamps, Purim treats 
for the children, Home cooked meals 
from “Kruvit” for the holidays

Jerusalem Single mother of 5 children all living at home Home visits, telephone contact problem 
solving for complications in her apartments, 
Liaison with “Lema’an Achai”

Jerusalem Single mother + 2 children Provided the family with a refrigerator

Social Work Review

“You have fulfilled a dream I never imagined 
would ever come true! Your workers did it all so 
professionally and with great sensitivity! Endless 
thanks!”
Holocaust survivor, Hadera

“Tenufa Bakehila has made an impact 
on every aspect of our lives, making 
it possible for me and my children to 
move forward!”
Single mother of 2, Kiryat - Gat



Social Work Review

Location Family Status Service s Provided
Jerusalem Couple, wife battling cancer Home visits, Emotional support during 

crisis period, Liaison with “katef Le’katef”, 
Advocacy vis a vis her welfare case worker 

Jerusalem Three elderly Holocaust survivors (a couple and 
brother-in-law) living with eldest daughter

Telephone contact, there was no interest 
on their part to continue contact

Jerusalem Mentally ill elderly woman, and her adult son Home visit, Psychological support, 
Therapeutic talks with the son to encourage 
him to develop his own independent life

Jerusalem Single mother + 2, older son is a cancer patient Weekly dry goods packages, Emotional 
support, Connecting her to the association, 
which provides vacations for families 
and oncology patients, food stamps

Jerusalem Couple + 8 Home visit

Jerusalem Mentally ill woman, mother of two children Visits during psychiatric hospitalization, 
obtaining a stove from “Ten Gav”

Jerusalem Couple + 2, father legally blind, mother 
suffers from extreme anxiety

Home visits

Jerusalem Single man unable to work due 
to medical condition

Home visits, advocacy dealing with 
bureaucratic issues involving his 
apartment and his extended family 

Jerusalem Mentally ill couple Home visits, food supplies, cooked 
food for the holidays

Jerusalem Mentally unstable single mother, new immigrant 
from Ethiopia, seriously traumatized.

Home visit

Jerusalem Developmentally challenged couple Home visits

Jerusalem New immigrant, single mother + 3 from Ethiopia Home visits and food stamps

Jerusalem Elderly, frail couple from India Home visits and food stamps

Jerusalem Single mother + 2, sick with HIV Home visits and food stamps

Jerusalem Elderly couple Home visits and food stamps

Jerusalem Widower + 5, eldest is a soldier Home visits, food stamps, cooked food for 
Shabbat, emotional support while 13 son 
was adjusting to living, temporarily, apart 
from the family, treatment coordination 
meeting at Beit Shusterman

Jerusalem Single mother + 5 Home visits, psychological parental 
guidance sessions, cooked food 
from “kruvit” for the holidays

Jerusalem An older man, living alone, hoarder visits, assistance in preparing official 
documents Through a donation, 
provided him with a double bed

Jerusalem Family of 4, mother recovering from major 
surgery, father living in a nursing home 
following a stroke, two teenage daughters

Home visit and supply of new beds for 
both her daughters aged 20 and 18.

Jerusalem Couple + 4, one daughter doing 
her national service

Home visits, parental guidance in helping 
them coping with financial and emotional 
difficulties. Supply of new beds from 
the Joseph Project Foundation.



Social Work Review

Location Family Status Service s Provided
Jerusalem Elderly grandmother living with her 

daughter, a single mother of one
Employment counseling. Assistance 
in finding a suitable program to 
complete 12 years of schooling

Ashkelon Elderly widow + 2 adult daughters, one of 
whom is a single mother of a child with special 
needs. The daughters work long hours and the 
burden of childcare falls on the grandmother

Home visit, phone contact during periods of 
escalated security threats, parental guidance.

Beit Shemesh Single mother + 4 some have special needs Home visits, parental guidance, guidance 
how to dealing with new divorce and 
special needs children, food vouchers

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 3 Home visit

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 1 Home visits and parental guidance

Kiryat Gat Couple + 13 Home visits and food stamps

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 2, father is in an old age home Home visits

Kiryat Gat Single parent, of Ethiopian origin Home visits

Kiryat Gat Couple of Ethiopian origin + 3, father 
suffers from ALS, ventilated

Home visits, acquiring a new refrigerator 
from the Ten Gav Foundation, supply a new 
bed and new sheets from “Joseph Project” 
Foundation, providing cooked food for 
the holidays from "Kruvit", Food stamps, 
and guidance on returning to work

Kiryat Gat Couple suffering from mental health 
issues + 2 small children

Home visit, food stamps

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 6 Home visits, parental guidance in preparing 
the family for the birth of the sixth child

Kiryat Gat Single mother of 7, two of whom live with her Home visit accompanied by the case social 
worker from the welfare office, acquiring a 
new fridge for the family from “Ten Gav”

Kiryat Gat Older woman of Ethiopian origin whose 
husband is wheelchair bound

Home visit accompanied by the welfare 
office’s case worker, acquiring a new washing 
machine for the family from “Ten Gav”

Kiryat 
Malachi

A couple + 7, the father suffered a 
stroke, the mother is employed

Provided the family with a double bed

Kiryat 
Malachi

A disabled couple who suffered a stroke, now 
use walkers + 4 (the eldest 16 years old)

Home visits and food delivery. 
Provided new couches 

Kiryat 
Malachi

A single mother + 3 Provided new beds 

Azarya Single mother who is ill + 3 Home visits, hospital visits of the mother, 
coordination with Project Joseph, guidance 
sessions with the 33-year-old daughter 
regarding employment and beginning her 
own independent life in her own house

Ramla A widower + 6, three of whom are minors 
with special needs. He is a hoarder

A joint meeting with the family's 
municipal social worker, requested beds 
for some of the children, home visit

Ramla An elderly woman living alone Home visit and collaborative meeting 
with municipal social worker

Ramla A couple + 2 cognitively challenged, 
adult daughters

Home visit with the municipal social worker, 
request for new beds from Project Josepht



Israeli governmental agencies are prohibited from funding 
renovations for private homeowners- no matter how desperate 
the situation. Many of our clients have been waiting years for 
repairs that will make their homes safe and functional. 

There isn't a city in Israel that doesn't need 
Tenufa Bakehila's work.

Our experience confirms that the services we provide have the 
power to create positive momentum, empowering disadvantaged 
families to improve their quality of life.

JNF UK Bazar International De Luxemburg Charity Fund

The Matanel Foundation Hands on Tzedakah

The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation Chaweriem Stiftung

Check Point Software Technologies Farbarim LTD

The Orion Foundation Sdot Yam Kibbutz

The Sobell Foundation Union Motors Ltd

Fresh Leaf Charitable Foundation Gelb Family Fund

Landau Family Foundation – Beta Group LTD. Gittler Family Fund

HJH, Norway Rene and Susanne Braginsky Stiftung

JUF of Metropolitan Chicago Freemasons - Montefiore Lodge No 78

My Israel Charity Jack and Pauline Freeman Foundation

Dubowy Charitable Foundation Saul and Janet Marks Charitable Foundation

The Graham and Rhona Beck Foundation Sultan Fund

Arkin Family Fund Silver Foundation

Municipalities of: Jerusalem, Hadera, Kiryat-Malachi, Lod, Or-Akiva, Ramla, Kiryat-Gat, 
Beit-Shemesh, Hatzor, Binyamina, Pardes-Hanna & Ashkelon

We are grateful for the support of numerous foundations, businesses, 
governmental organizations and private donors, from Israel and around the world.

www.tenufa.org, tenufaoffice@gmail.com, Tel: 972-2-6793491

Like us on Facebook: Tenufa Bakehila: Building Hope

Thank you to all our partners:


